A linear state-space system will be said to be estimable if in estimating its state from its output the posterior error covariance matrix is strictly ma!-ler than the prior covariance matrix. I t will be said to be regulable if the quadratic cost of state feedback control is strictly smaller than the cost when no feedback is used. These properties, which are shown to be dual, are different from the well known observability and controllability properties of linear systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions for estimability and regulability are derived for time variant and time invariant systems, in discrete and continuous time.
Introduction
The benefit of using observation or feedback signals in state estimation or regulation of dynamical systems is normally manifested by the redkction of certain cost functions with respect to their values when no such signals are used. In this paper we introduce those properties of linear systems that yield mean-square error reduction in state estimation and quadratic cost reduction in state feedback control. These properties, which we call estimability and regulability, are different from the properties of observability and controllability, which were introduced by Kalman [l] and are widely recognized as key structural properties in linear estimation and control.
We shall say that a stocifastic linear system is estimable if, in estimating its state from its output, the posterior error covariance matrix is strictly smaller than the prior state covariance matrix. This condition is equivalent to the condition that no direction in the state space at any time is orthogonal to a11 the past observations. It is also shom to be equivalent to the nonsingularity of a certain Cramian matrix. The notion of estimability is independent of that of observability in the sense that one does not imply the *Y. Baram other. When a system is not estimable, the corresponding Kalman filter can be reduced to a lower-order estimator of the state process. A linear state-space system driven by white noise is shown to be a minimal order realization of its output process if and only if it is observable and estimable. These results apply to time-variant and time-invariant linear systems in discrete and continuous time. In the stationary case, the estimability condition leads directly to conditions derived by Baram and Shaked [2] , [ 3 ] , for minimality of the Kalmar: filter.
we shall say that a linear system is regiilable if, for any nonzero initial condition, the quadratic cost in applying optimal control is strictly smaller than the cost when no contro? is applied. This means that when a system is not regulable, the feedbac.r; signal may be eliminated for some nor.zero initial cordition without increasing the cost. Necessary and sl~fficient conditions for regulability are obtained for timevariant and time-invariant systems in discrete and continuous time. As might be expected, regilability and estimability are shown to be dual properties.
Estimability
Consider the system
where E{x 1 = 0, E{x x*} = no, !w 1 and (vk} are zero-mean sequences with Eixow:} = 0, E{w v*} I 0, E{w w*} = Q 6 , EIv v*j = R 6 denotes expectation, * denotes Hermitian transpose, and 6k,j denote the linear least mean sqtiara estimate of Xk given Iyk-1 Vyk-2,. . . I and let
denotes the Kronecker delta. Let Xk nk = E{xkx{} and Pk = Ei(xk -xk)(xk -xk)*} Definition 2 . 1 . The system (2.') is estimable if Pk < ilk for aii k 2 n .
CH2505-6/8710000-1706$1.00 0 1987 IEEE i .e., if and o n l y if for any g R", g f 0 g*?kg g*a, g for all
o r , in words, the posterior nean-square error in estimating any linear combination of the state variabies 1s strictly smaller than the prior mean-square error. As <will be shown later, the requirement k :. n is needed, since for k < n the condition will im.eciately rail for , say, a scalar { y k } sequence.
- 
Condition (2.4) holds if and orly if the matrix sequence { o k .!I ., J 5 k -::+ has column rank n for all k 2 n ? bJ,lequivalently, the estimability Gramian has a f u l l rank for all k > n . It can now be seen that we require k 1 n in :he definitior: of estimabiiity since for a scalar {ykj sequesce the matrix sequence N . , j < k -i j cannot have column rank n for any k < n aLd the conditior. will immediately fail. We note that the triple CHk, Ip 
Ue note that when the syszem is not estimabie, the stase estimate can be reduced, 'wi',kout loss 0 ; informaz i o n . to a lower dimensional vector. which, I n turn, resalts in the reduczion of the Kalrr,ar filter to a lower dinensiona: linear estimator of the sta-,e.
?ernarks
.
The coccept of es-imability, xhich means ihat no direction ir. the state space is orth.ogonal : o all the pass obser.;acioGs. I s an exzension to the szochas--LC case of the concept of observability, whlci... in she de:eraisistl: case, sear.s :hat the state can se deduced from rhe pas: ocservations. We note thac this notion of "stochastic observaDi1i:y" is different from the one defined by Cher.
[4] as convergence of the error covariance natrix in estimating the initiai state from a finise numer of observations, when the prior covariance matrix is a1 and a tends to infinity. 'While Chen's definition reduces : o that of observability when :he system is deterministic, the essirrabllity notion is independent of that of observability, in the sense that, as can be readily verified by exarple, one does not impiy the other.
'
2. Motivated by (2.3), let us examine the condition that no direction in zhe state space is orthogonal to all the past ipputs (rather than outputs, as in (2.3)), i.e., that for ar.7 g R", g * 0 g*E{xkwJ F 0 for some j 5 k -1 for all k 2 n which, noting that
for any g R", g = 0. 3ut the latter condition holds if and only if the matrix sequence { Q k .C.Q., j 5 k -1 ) has fuli colurnr, rank, which is the condition for reachabiiity of the pair ( F i , G .Q . ) This condition, which has beer, termed-by Sryson [(]J"disturbability," is identical to the deterministic reachability condition when the input noise covariance Q . is nonsingular. This stands in contrast to the faci that estimability and observability are unrelated concepts. We also note that distdrtabi:ity is -11 1 J not dual to estimability in the common sysLem-theoretic sense. Such dual property will be presented in section 3.
The Stationary Case
Some useful equivalent forms of Theorem 2.1 can te obtained in the special case where the parameters IF, G , H, Q, R) of the system (2.1) are time invariant. When the eigenvalues of F are strictly inside the unit cir'cle, the matrix il. = E ! x x*) has a steadystate value n, which is the unique nonnegacive solution of the equation (see, e.g., [ 6 , We note that condition (2.10) is the same as the condition presented by Baram and Shaked [2] for minimality of the stationary Kalman filter associated with the system, in the sense that there is no linear estimator of its state, having order smaller than n.
Continuous-Time Systems
Now consider the system
. Let x(t) denote the linear least mean squares estimate of x(t) given iy(s), s 5 t) ana let n(t) = EIx(t)x*(t)) and
The system (2.11) is said to be estimable if the condition
Let us denote by o(t,s) the system's transition matrix and let
Defining the continuous time estimability Gramian by W(t) =
Q(t,s)N(s)N*(s)Q*(t,s)ds
(2.12)
.I"
and following the analysis of the discrete time case, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.2. The system (2.11) is estimable if and only if rank W(t) = n for any t > 0
In the time-invariant case, when the matrix F has ail its eigenvalues strictly in the left haif plane, n(t) reaches a steady-state value, which is the unique nonnegative solution of the equation Let us denote by fy a lef: eigenveccor of 7 corresponding to an eigenvaiue ii. Multiplying (2.13) on the right by fi,, we oatain 
Yinimal Realization of the Observation Process
System estimability icplies, by definition, that the observations contain informaclon on all the state variables. It might be expectei, then. that the ainimalit\, of a r y realizaciori of the obser-jazion process w o d d be strongly linked to the estimability property. inre firs: ?ole that Ii 'de 5efine the order of a szate-space rea'iz3;ion of a pos-ibly nonscationary process as the zi-e-.sion of its sta-e process, then the order jjii: be gen.;ra:ly time-dersndent. Ele shall say Lnat a rea:ization o r such a prccess is minimal if its order is n o t greaLer zhan that of ar.y other realizatior, of tke process at any time.
. ,
It is known (see, e.g., [ 8 ] Theorem 2.3 aEd corollary 2 . 2 further imply that in the stationary case the system is a miniaal realization of its output process if and only if the pair (H, F ) is observabie and condition (2.10) holds. This result, xhich was first presented in ;9] is now extended by Theorem 2.3 to nonstationary processes. We also note that for the stationary case, the above analysis impiies that an observable system of order n is estimable if and oniy if the denominator degree of its spectral density function is 2n. These results can be extended to the continuous time case.
Regulability
Corisider a system
where the input sequence (uk} is to be se:ec-,ed so as to minimize the quadratic cost function where Lk is a nonnegative matrix and Mk is a positive definite matrix. Regulability means that for any initial condition the optimal cost is strictly smaller than the cost when no input is used.
We next derive a Gramian rank test for regulabiiity. Substituting for any x . f 0. The matrix
J+l,k+l j=k can be seen to satisfy the (time-reversed) Lyapunov equation
The regulability condition can now be written as
where WK is the regulability Gramian
,OSkS:*k+l ,O k=O with
We have proved the following result -.
-. l a e -, n v a r i a n~ Systems
Vow consider t'3,e t i r e i n v a r i a n s s y s t e x a h e r e C is .ss;me-? t o ha.:e a A -i t s eigenvalues . .
-'
Taking t = 'Q, we a l s o have w. = Y , k 1 0 . This s i t u a t i o n is the analog of s s a t i o n a r i t y of the stochast i c system stildied i n section 2 . Denoting S oC, we obtain the following result as a d i r e c t consequer,ce of Theorem 3 . i . = 0 , we obtain the foilowing resul: from c o r o l i a r y 3 . : A a n 2 equaticn ( 3 . 1 0 ) . 
Continuous-Time S y s t e m
Consider the syscer.
where { u r t ) ] is selected so a s t o minimize the cost I"ur.ctior.
where L ( t ) is a non-negative definiLe rnazrix ; r
M(t) is a p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e m a t r i x .
The s y s~e n is s a i d t o be regulable if we have,, for any i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n App. B]), we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3 . 2 . The system ( 3 . 1 2 ) is regulable if and only i f raxk W ( t ) = n f o r any t > 0
For the tine invariant system where F is assumed to have a11 its eigezvaiues strictly in Lhe left half p1ar.e and
where L is a non-negative definlte natrix and M is a positive definite matrix, we define
where $ satisfies the equation
and, following the analysis of the discrete-time case, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.3
The system (3.13) with = IU is regulable if and only if the pair ( F * , S ) is concrollable, or, equivalently, for any eigenvector fi corresponding to each eigenvalue Xi of F G*(-XiI -F*)-'Lfi T 0 h . Duality i t can be seen chat the escimabilicy condition (2.6) and the regulability condition (3.7), which invclve the Lya;l..cov equacions (2.5) and (3.6), respectiveiy, are similar, modulo time reversal. Such similarity. which has also been shown to exist between the Riccati equations associated with the escirnation and t h e regulacion problems, has been termed "duality" in the literature [ l ] . We now show thac the duality between the estimability and the regulsbility properties is consistent with the one between the Lyapunov and the Riccati equations corresponding to the estimation and the regulation problems and, employing this duality, obtain the regulability condition from the estimability condition.
Estimability in the discrete-time case was defined in section 2 by the condition
where Pk is known to satisfy the Riccati equation 
Conclusion
The estimability and the regulability properties of linear systems determine the ability to reduce the mean square error in state estimation and the quadratic cost in state feedback regulation strictly below their values when no observations o r feedback are used. These properties, which are differenc from the well known observability and controllability properties, have been shown t o be dual. Necessary and sufficient conditions for estimability and for regul3bility have been derived for time variant and for time invariant systems in continuous and discrete tine.
